Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Solvation and Solvent Reorganization Dynamics in CO2-Expanded Methanol and Acetone.
Composition-dependent solvation dynamics around the probe coumarin 153 (C153) have been explored in CO2-expanded methanol and acetone with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Solvent response functions are biexponential with two distinct decay time scales: a rapid initial decay (∼0.1 ps) and a long relaxation process. Solvation times in both expanded solvent classes are nearly constant at partition compositions up to 80% CO2. The extent of solvation beyond this composition has the greatest tunability and sensitivity to bulk solvent composition. Solvent rotational correlation functions (RCFs) have also been used to explore rotational relaxation. Rotations have a larger range of time scales and are dependent on a number of factors including bulk composition, solvent-solvent interactions, particularly hydrogen bonding, and proximity to C153. The establishment of the solvation structure around a solute in a GXL is clearly a complex process. With respect to the local solvent domain around C153, it was seen to be primarily affected by a nonlinear combination of the rotational and diffusive transport dynamics.